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Clothing alterations
are MUCH more than
just PANT HEMS.
Other services we provide
Ÿ Replace sliders and zippers
Ÿ Insert/remove bra cups
Ÿ Adjust the length of straps on a shirt/dress
Ÿ Remove/add beadwork
Ÿ Add/replace lining in jackets/pants

WHY VISIT
STITCH IT
Our service promise
RIGHT AWAY, SAME DAY, NEXT DAY.

ŸConvenient mall locations
Ÿ90+ locations throughout Canada and

the USA
ŸWe are open mall hours
ŸWe guarantee our work

FIT GUIDE

Ÿ Add buttons/arm shields/shoulder pads
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Ÿ Sew on crests/badges
Ÿ Bustle gowns

ALL ABOUT
PANTS

Ÿ Lengthen/shorten hems or sleeves
Ÿ Take in/let out seams/darts
Ÿ And so much more!

WE MAKE IT FIT!
JOIN OUR

Visit us online at:

STITCH IT STYLE GUIDE
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www.stitchit.com

www.twitter.com/stitch_it
www.facebook.com/StitchItFan
www.stitchit.com

Popular Pant
Styles

Complete Pant
Alterations:
www.stitchit.com

STRAIGHT LEG: Pants with a straight,
narrow leg that does not flare at the
ankle

Hems
Our 5 most popular hems are:
Ÿ Plain Hem
Ÿ Jean Hem
Ÿ Yoga Hem

FLARED LEG: Pants that are narrow at
the knee with an extra-wide flare from
calf to ankle

Ÿ Euro Hem
Ÿ Jean Yoga Hem

Fit Expert Tip:
Ÿ Make sure to wear the shoes you plan to wear most with your

pants when having them altered.

Waist
BOOT CUT: Pants that are cut to skim
over the thigh and flare slightly at the
lower leg.

FIT GUIDE

Ÿ Take in or let out the crotch
Ÿ Replace or lower a waistband
Ÿ Take in waist with or without cutting
Ÿ Replace threaded elastic waistband

ISSUE 2
ALL ABOUT PANTS

A fitted waist is a must:

Fit Expert Tip:

TAPERED LEG: Pants that narrow
toward the ankle

Ÿ

If your waist is bunching when you wear a belt, the waistline is
too large and should be taken in.

Seams
Seams can be used to re-shape a pair of pants to suit you better:
Ÿ Take in or let out the sides (with or without lining)

Why Alter Pants?
Pants are the most popular garment to have altered.
Why? Very few people can buy a pair of pants off-therack that fit correctly.
Pants don't fit correctly when:
ŸPant legs drag on the ground
ŸPant legs fall above the shoe line
ŸGaps and bunching in the waistline
ŸPant legs are too wide
ŸSeat of the pants are too baggy
ŸWaist sits too high or too low
Pants are a staple clothing item, and we believe it's
essential to have them fit your body shape correctly.

Ÿ Take in or let out the thighs

CAPRI: Pant length between the
knee and mid-calf

Ÿ Take in or let out sides with pockets
Ÿ Take in sides with zipper

Fit Expert Tip:
Ÿ When tapering your pants, depending on the amount being

tapered, you may need to taper both seams to ensure the legs
do not twist and no longer fit correctly.

CROPPED: Pant length between the
mid-calf to the ankle

Other
We can breathe life back into an old pair of pants:
Ÿ Fix ripped pockets or sew on patches
Ÿ Replace missing buttons
Ÿ Replace broken zipper
Ÿ Re-line pants

RELAXED FIT: Pants that are relaxed
and full from hip to ankle

Fit Expert Tip:
Ÿ

Pre-wash or dry clean your garments prior to alteration to
ensure proper fit

